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Brutal East: Build Your Own Brutalist Eastern Bloc. Designed especially for children and their parents, the kit allows you to playfully explore and reconstruct some of the most controversial edifices erected behind the Iron Curtain and in the former Yugoslavia.

Brutal East Build Your Own Brutalist Eastern Bloc is a kit of illustrated cut-out paper models, celebrating the post-war architecture of Eastern Europe that allows you to playfully explore and reconstruct some of the most controversial edifices erected behind the Iron Curtain and in the former Yugoslavia.

From the functionalist panelák estates to the otherworldly concrete grand designs, the charm of the former Eastern Bloc architecture is certainly brutal. Brutal East: Build Your Own Brutalist Eastern Bloc is a kit of illustrated cut-out paper models, celebrating the post-war architecture of central and eastern Europe that allows you to playfully explore and reconstruct some of the most controversial edifices erected behind the Iron Curtain and in the former Yugoslavia.

Brutal East: Build Your Own Brutalist Eastern Bloc is a kit of illustrated cut-out paper models, celebrating the post-war architecture of central and eastern Europe that allows you to playfully explore and reconstruct some of the most controversial edifices erected behind the Iron Curtain and in the former Yugoslavia.

Designed especially for children and their parents, the kit allows you to playfully explore and reconstruct some of the most controversial edifices erected behind the Iron Curtain and in the former Yugoslavia.

Brutal East Build Your Own Brutalist Eastern Bloc is a kit of illustrated cut-out paper models, celebrating the post-war architecture of central and eastern Europe that allows you to playfully explore and reconstruct some of the most controversial edifices erected behind the Iron Curtain and in the former Yugoslavia.
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